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1. The search for self-understanding is not just a theoretical quest, 
but a practical one too, and often foremost. 
2. Current cognitive neuroscience research on love and self-
reflection cannot inform self-understanding. Instead, researchers’ 
understandings of love and self-reflection inform their 
interpretations of neural data (chapters 1 and 2). 
3. Conceptual review can provide the reflexive moment in cognitive 
neuroscience research that is currently lacking (chapter 4). 
4. Insight into the neural enabling conditions of behavior and 
experience is relevant to self-understanding. Once enabling 
conditions are met, however, further insight into them does not 
increase understanding of the behavior and experiences they 
enable (chapter 4). 
5. Existential selfhood is formed by the relations in which people 
stand to what is of fundamental, personal importance to them 
(chapter 5). 
6. The only way to be a self is to become oneself. 
7. Opposition between philosophy and cognitive neuroscience is 
unnecessary because it is false. It is also unfortunate as it hinders 
dearly needed cooperation (conclusion). 
8. Loving is more ambiguous, more intersubjective and more of a 
practical problem than Frankfurt’s account can accommodate 
(Van Stee 2015).  
9. A major problem with Susan Wolf’s view on meaning in life is 
that it appears to disqualify most hard lives—say of the elderly, 
the chronically ill or victims of war—as meaningless. 
10. Philosophy can be a societally relevant academic discipline par 
excellence.  
11. Love binds us and liberates us and liberates us by binding us (cf. 
Frankfurt 1999, 2004). 
12. Whether ‘simple’ or ‘learned’ or ‘half-studied, having looked 
through a microscope once’, people are equally incapable of 
dealing with themselves and their lives (cf. Kierkegaard 2011, NB 
84). 
